Interactive propagation of photosensitive chemical waves on two circular routes.
The propagation of chemical waves in the photosensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction was investigated using an excitable field composed of two rings in slight contact, which were drawn using computer software and then projected on a film soaked with BZ solution using a liquid-crystal projector. When the initial phase difference between the two chemical waves in the individual rings was smaller than a critical value, this initial value was maintained after collision of the chemical waves. However, when the initial phase difference was larger than this critical value, the phase difference converged to the same value after the second collision. The critical value increased with an increase in the thickness of the rings. These experimental results on the geometry of the excitable field are discussed in relation to the nature of chemical wave propagation. These results suggest that the photosensitive BZ reaction may be useful for creating spatiotemporal patterns that depend on the geometric arrangement of excitable fields.